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Abstract — This work evaluates the performance of two ILA with different dielectric materials. Two elliptical ILAs of 32 mm radius are designed using Rexolite (\(\epsilon_r = 2.53\) and \(\tan\delta = 0.0013\)) and PREPERM® L450 (\(\epsilon_r = 5.01\) and \(\tan\delta = 0.0046\)) materials. The gain and beam-steering properties of these ILAs were thoroughly investigated using raytracing simulations and measurements at E-band. Despite the higher loss tangent, the ILA with L450 material gives 29.3 dBi gain compared to 28.7 dBi of Rexolite material at 73 GHz. The measured gain scan loss for steering angle of the 24° beam is 4.3 dB and 4.9 dB for the Preperm-ILA and Rexolite-ILA, respectively. Additionally, the work focuses on the dielectric property characterization of the L450 material at millimeter wave frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The next generation of cellular communication system, 5G, is moving towards millimeter-wave frequencies. Although, specific frequencies have not been allocated yet, the potential candidates include 26-30 GHz, 37-42 GHz and E-band i.e., 71-76/81-86 GHz [1], [2]. Millimeter-wave frequencies have high propagation and antenna losses and therefore high gain antennas are desired. Additionally, the antennas are desired to be compact for practical implementation.

Although bulky in size, an integrated lens antenna (ILA) with beam-focusing and steering ability has been a popular choice in the field of telecommunication, radar and imaging [3], [4], [5]. The size and shape of an ILA is dependent on the gain requirement and dielectric properties of the material used. In [6], permittivity between 3 - 5 is recommended for optimum gain performance. With higher permittivity, the ILA becomes more compact and the spillover loss reduces. However, the higher permittivity materials in comparison to low permittivity materials have the higher loss tangent. This feature causes an increases in dielectric loss for high permittivity materials. In practice, materials with low permittivity i.e., 2-3, and lower loss tangent are used in an ILA design which accounts for the bulkiness of the ILA [6], [7], [8].

Therefore, this study investigates the possibility of using the relatively high permittivity materials like PREPERM® L450 in the ILA design. Additionally, the dielectric properties of L450 material is characterized at E-band. Then, the Preperm-ILA and Rexolite-ILA with the same diameter are designed and simulated. The simulated and measured gain performance of the Preperm-ILA is compared with the traditional Rexolite-ILA to evaluate its feasibility.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an ILA characteristics is studied and the dielectric properties of the L450 material is estimated. The designs of the two ILAs and their simulation results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the measurement results and its analysis. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions.

II. ILA CHARACTERISTICS AND L450 CHARACTERIZATION

The basic properties of an ILA are well described in [9] and [10]. Furthermore, the design guidelines of an ILA have been presented in [11]. Based on these guidelines, the height and losses variation of a 120-mm ILA with varying permittivity (constant \(\tan\delta = 0.0006\)) is studied, as shown in Fig. 1. For the given \(\tan\delta\), the dielectric and reflection losses increase marginally with respect to permittivity. The material permittivity is inversely proportional to the height of an ILA. With increasing permittivity, the height of an ILA decreases and consequently the spillover loss decreases. Beyond permittivity 5, the decrease in spillover loss is minimal and is neutralized by the increase in the reflection loss and dielectric loss. Hence, the overall loss saturates, and consequently, the gain saturates. Although the \(\tan\delta\) increases with permittivity, in this simulation study \(\tan\delta\) is constant.

![Fig. 1. Variation of losses and height of the 120-mm ILA with loss tangent \(\tan\delta = 0.0006\).](image)

Based on the above results, the L450 material was selected for the ILA design. During the initial ILA design and simulation, the dielectric properties \(\epsilon_r = 4.5\) and \(\tan\delta = 0.0046\) are used, as provided by the manufacturer [12]. The simulated directivity and gain variation of the Preperm-ILA with respect to the diameter is shown in Fig. 2. The result shows that the directivity of an ILA is proportional to its diameter. However, the gain starts to decrease for the larger ILA dimension due to higher dielectric loss.

A free-space method is used for the dielectric property measurement of the L450 material at 73.5 GHz. Rectangular
material samples of cross section $100 \times 50 \text{ mm}^2$ and varying thickness (i.e., 5, 10, 20, 30, and 50 mm) are placed between horn antennas that are connected to a vector network analyser (VNA). The VNA measures the transmission coefficient $S_{21}$ of each sample in frequency domain. The frequency domain transmission coefficient is transformed to the time-domain as shown in Fig. 3. The time-domain signals are gated to minimize the reflections and other effects of the surroundings. Delay of time-domain signals arrival with respect to varying material thickness is used to calculate the permittivity [13]. The permittivity was found to be 5.01 at 73.5 GHz. Loss tangent calculation using the free-space measurement did not provide accurate results, with $\tan\delta$ varying between 0.001-0.009. These measured results were in close range of 0.0046, the value provided by the manufacturer [12]. Therefore, the value is used during the design and simulations.

III. ILAs AND SIMULATION RESULTS

An in-house ray-tracing program is used to design elliptical ILAs with Rexolite and L450 materials. In case of the Rexolite material, the dielectric properties, $\varepsilon_r = 2.53$ and $\tan\delta = 0.0013$, are used [14]. The simulated radiation pattern of the WR-10 open-ended waveguide is used as the feed source in the ray-tracing program. The 2D-cuts of the designed rotationally symmetric ILAs are shown in the Fig. 4. Both these ILAs are designed with 32 mm radius $R$ and the minor axis of the ellipse is $1.1 \times R$. The larger minor axis of the collimating surface helps to minimize the reflections in the lens-air interface and minimizes the scanloss [11]. In the ray-tracing simulation only the rays exiting from the collimating elliptical section is considered for the far-field calculation. In practice, absorbers and PVC support structures are placed along the extension section of the ILA. The extension length of both lenses are grooved in such a way that most of the fields hitting this section exits to absorber and reflections from the extension surface remain minimum. Differences in the grooves of two ILAs is expected to have no effect on the performance.

Comparison between the Rexolite-ILA and the Preperm-ILA dimensions and simulation performances are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5. As the diameter of both the ILAs is the same, the directivity is also comparable. However, the total loss of the Preperm-ILA is 0.7 dB higher compared to rexolite ILA. As discussed in introduction section, the spillover loss and dielectric loss are the major contributors in the Rexolite-ILA and Preperm-ILA, respectively. The simulation results show that the boresight gain of Rexolite-ILA is 1 dB higher compared to that of the Preperm-ILA. The feed source is moved with step interval 1.65 mm and 3.1 mm for the Preperm-ILA and Rexolite-ILA, respectively, to achieve $-3$-dB beam-overlapping in the far-field radiation pattern. For 24° beamsteering angle, the Preperm-ILA have 5.7 dB scanloss compared to 4.6 dB of rexolite ILA.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The designed ILAs are fabricated with milling process and the prototypes are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The measurements are done in the planar near-field scanner from 67 GHz to 115 GHz at the frequency interval of 3 GHz. WR-10 waveguide is used as the feed antenna. The scanning plane of $191 \times 191 \text{ mm}^2$, scan interval of 1.25 mm, and scanning velocity of 32 mm/s is used for the measurements. Near-field measurement of the reference horn antenna with known gain is used to calculate the gain of the ILAs.
Fig. 5. Simulation results of the Rexolite-ILA(—) and Preperm-ILA(- -) at different beamsteering angles.

Table 1. Relevant dimensions and simulation values of the designed lenses at 73 GHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Rexolite lens ((\epsilon_r = 2.53))</th>
<th>L450 lens ((\epsilon_r = 5.01))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total height (mm)</td>
<td>72.72</td>
<td>56.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension length (mm)</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>33.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total loss</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection loss (dB)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spillover loss (dB)</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric loss (dB)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directivity (dB)</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain (dBi)</td>
<td>29.12</td>
<td>28.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The S-parameter response of WR-10 waveguide feeding both ILAs at different feed position is shown in Fig. 6 (b). For both ILAs, the reflection coefficient \(S_{11}\) decreases as the feed moves away from the focal point. Variation in the \(S_{11}\) is mainly contributed by the reflections from the collimating surface. As feed moves away from the focal point, these reflected rays from the collimating surface are directed away from the feed, thereby reducing the \(S_{11}\).

The measured realized gain of both ILAs at different beamsteering angles are shown in Fig. 7 (a). At 73 GHz, the measured realized gain of the Rexolite-ILA, i.e. 28.03 dBi is 1 dB lower in comparison to its simulation result. In case of the Preperm-ILA realized gain, i.e., 28.3 dBi is 0.25 dB higher compared to its simulated gain. The realized gain takes reflection loss in consideration. However, such reflection losses can be minimized with the feed specifically designed for the ILA. The calculated gain from the measured realized gain and reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 7 (b). At 73 GHz, the boresight gain of the Preperm-ILA is 29.35 dBi compared to 28.71 dBi of Rexolite-ILA. Measurement results shows that the gain of the Preperm-ILA is 0.65 dB higher than the Rexolite-ILA. Based on the measurement results, it is reasonable to conclude that loss tangent of the L450 material is slightly lower than 0.0046 at 73 GHz.

Fig. 8 (a) and (b) presents the realized gain with respect to beam direction at 73 GHz and the boresight realized gain with respect to frequency of both ILAs. For 24° beamsteering angle, the realized gain scanloss of the Preperm-ILA and...
Rexolite-ILA is 4.3 dB and 4.9 dB, respectively. At lower frequencies, i.e. E-band, the gain performance of both lens is comparable to each other. However, at higher frequencies, i.e. above 90 GHz, the Rexolite-ILA has better gain. The directivity of WR-10 waveguide fed to the Preperm-ILA is higher compared to the Rexolite-ILA due to larger effective aperture. Also, the feed directivity increases with frequency. For the Preperm-ILA, the feed becomes highly directive that causes the under-illumination of the collimating surface. Additionally, as the $\theta_p > \theta_r$, see Fig. 4, the Preperm-ILA requires wider beam feed to avoid under-illumination of collimating surface. Therefore, as the operating frequency and ILA material varies, it is necessary to change the feed, accordingly. The decrease of the gain may also contributed by the increase in dielectric loss with respect to frequency.

**V. CONCLUSION**

In this work, the feasibility of using relatively high permittivity material in ILA design is studied. Simulation results helped to conclude that, it is not feasible to use lossy materials to design very large ILAs. The maximum dimension and achievable gain of an ILA is dependent on material loss tangent. Simulation and measurement study between the Preperm-ILA and Rexolite-ILA of 32 mm radius gave comparable results in E-band. Additionally, the Preperm-ILA is smaller in dimension which makes it more feasible for practical use.
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